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Body: MiRNAs are associated with normal cellular processes and with many complex diseases in
respiratory tissues. In multiciliated cells, hundreds of motile cilia beat in a coordinated manner to generate
directional fluid flow. We have identified microRNAs of the miR-34/449 families as evolutionary conserved
key regulators of vertebrate multiciliogenesis. miR-449 strongly accumulated in multiciliated cells in human
airway epithelium and Xenopus laevis embryonic epidermis, where it triggered centriole multiplication and
multiciliogenesis by directly repressing the Delta/Notch pathway. Our data unravel a novel conserved
mechanism whereby Notch signaling must undergo microRNAmediated inhibition to permit differentiation of
ciliated cell progenitors. We then observed an altered expression of miR-199a-5p in IPF (idiopathic fibrosis)
patients, and also in the mouse bleomycin model of lung fibrosis. Increased levels of miR-199a-5p were
observed in myofibroblasts from injured mouse lungs and fibroblastic foci. In cultured lung fibroblasts,
miR-199a-5p expression was induced upon TGFβ exposure, and ectopic expression of miR-199a-5p was
sufficient to promote the pathogenic activation of pulmonary fibroblasts. The effects of miR-199a-5p as a
key effector of TGFβ signaling in lung fibroblasts were explained by its effects on CAV1, a critical mediator
of pulmonary fibrosis. Dysregulation of miR-199a-5p probably represents a general mechanism contributing
to the fibrotic process. MiR-199a-5p thus behaves as a major regulator of tissue fibrosis with therapeutic
potency to treat fibroproliferative diseases. References: Marcet B et al. Nat Cell Biol. 2011 13:693-699. CLL
Cardenas et al. PLoS Genetics. 2013. In press.
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